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research 02
The meaning of vowels:
AAO and death.
Ferre Alpaerts
This paper gives an overview of part 2 of the
case study lecture 5, ‘The meaning of words
with AAO-sound’. (see Courses & Case studies
2008 on the Training page of www.genecode.be.)
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INTRODUCTION
The acoustic form of a word is stipulated by its vowels and to a lesser degree by its consonants. Words
have been encoded genetically when they combine
three vowels from four types: a(a), e(e), i(e) or o(o).
For example: Thanatos contains the combination
‘aao’. In Dutch and other languages ‘aao-words’ refer
to a codic meaning. When we collect words which
have the same acoustic form their meaning becomes
clear. We collected 600 aao-words and it appears
that a lot of them refer to dead, dying, sickness, uncleanness, taboos, curse... terms which we retrieve
frequently when we collect images in black and blue.
This text arose by collecting 600 aao-words from
Hungarian (HG), Italian (IT), Dutch (NL), Spanish
(SP). To a lesser degree it was drawn from English
(EN), French (FR), old - and new Greek (OG, NG),
Latin (LT), Rumanian (RM), Polish (PL), Serb-Croatic
(SK) and Turkish (TK). The author is not fluent in all
these languages; the translation follows the dictionary.
In 1984 ‘Genetische Semantiek 1’ appeared in which
I tried to give a mythological explanation of the Tintin
strips. In the following text I limit myself to one topic:
death.
The reader will note that, bk:bl-colour combinations
in the Tintin strips cover the same topics as the aaowords we assembled from several languages. Those
who believe that the results are due to selection and
that the reader only sees what confirms the coding
are right. Coding, statistically given, is larger than
pure chance but smaller than the certainties of physics. Without selection the reader would see nothing.
Behind genetic encoding nothing miraculously hides,
unless “a wonder of nature”. Use and abuse are possible e.g. one can blame sicknesses to antagonists
and this can become ‘confirmed’ by coding (sickness
and curse have the same codic meaning). The coding does not prove that sicknesses is due to curse,
but suggests a connection.
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01. DEATH
Death (OG and NG: thanatos); deadly (HG
halalo), dead dance (IT danza macabro). He is
sometimes presented as mower (HG. kaszalo)
or reaper (HG. arato). Its instrument is the
scythe or the sickle (IT. falcato).

comparison of the bad apple which infects the
others. Compare: overripe (IT. strafatto),
spoiled (IT. passato), depraved (SP. malvado),
epidemic (HG. jarvanyos), drag (LT. Abs-traho),
contagious (HG. ragalyos), cold (SP. catarro),
unhealthily (SP. malsado, IT. malsano).
04. RITUAL POLLUTION
Anthropologist Mary Douglas compares the
medical term uncleanness with ritual pollution.
The first is related on the personal, the second
on the social body. ”For us uncleanness is a
question of aesthetics, hygiene or politeness, it
only becomes a serious matter when someone
brings himself socially in discredit. The sanctions are social sanctions: contempt, exclusion
of the social movement, gossip, perhaps even
police action. But in another, large group of human societies pollution has a much broader impact. A serious pollution is a religious summary
offence”. (REGE 97)

1a/ Death

1b/ Death

02. UNCLEANESS AND DEATH
The anthropologist Radcliffe Brown writes concerning the rules of cleanness at the Coorq:
”The pollution as a result of birth is milder than
pollution as a result of a dying. (REGE 89)
Compare: to die (IT. patrasso), mortal (HG.
halando).
03. UNCLEANESS AND CONTAGION
The philosopher Paul Ricoeur distinguishes
three levels in the awareness of guilt: debt, sin
and infection. At the bottom level one imagines
a strength which ”infects by contact and contaminates”. (SYKW 59) This idea lives on in the

4/ Unclean professions

05. SICKNESS AND DEATH
Sickness is an attack on the body and can possibly result in the dissolution of the body. Compare: Morbid (SP. malsado), sickness (IT. malato and malanno). Hans Jonas calls as
characteristics in former times attributed to the
situation of the dead in the underworld and by
the gnostics to the living beings: anaesthesia,
sleep, intoxication and forgetting. (GNOS 87)
Other terms, which refer to dying: tiring (HG
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5/ Sickness
7a/ Ties

faraszto), tired (IT. affranto), collapse (LT. labasco), powerless (SP. marasmo), weak (SP.
cassado), languish (HG. nyavalyog), start stagger (LT. labasco), past help (IT. spallato), withered (IT. passato), dragging (HG. lappango),
delay (SP. atraso).
06. PARALYSIS
Professor W. B. Kristensen writes concerning
the Romans: ”It was common knowledge that
paralysis was put on a par with death, also in
sacral respect.” (GOOW 206) Paralysed (IT. attratto). Labdakos (the paralysed) is the father of
Oidipoes. Diephuis: ”if ever a curse rested on a
line, then it is, on that of the Labdakiden, the
offspring of Labdakos. (MYGR 337)
07. TIES
Kristensen: ”Being tied is the situation of
death.” (GOOW 213) The symbolism of the
knot (HG. akaszto) and the trap (OG. skandalon, IT. scandalo) are treated in detail by religion
philosopher Mircea Eliade in a chapter ”The
Binding God and the Symbolism of Knots” (BESY 79) “His powerful weapon is his divine magic, which creates forms and allows authority to
arise … This weapon becomes as a matter of
fact generally more closely defined as a knot, a
tie, or straps” (BESY 87) ”sicknesses are ties
and death is nothing else then the most extreme last tie ... Sickness and dead: especially

7b/ Ties

7c/ Ties

these two elements of the magical-religious
structural entity, which we defined as ‘binding’,
have almost everywhere found response…”
Eliade gives examples from the Roman, Persian, Australian, Polynesian and Melanesian. A
Jewish example (BESY 98): ”The ties of the
underworld surrounded me, the knots of death
have taken me by surprise”. (Samuel 22:6).
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10/ “Aardworm”, maggot (KUMM 29)

8/ Unclean and insane

08. UNCLEANNESS AND INSANITY
By the Nyakyusa a link is laid between insanity
and uncleanness. ”Crazy people eat dirt” and
“the dirt eaten by crazy people is like the dirt of
death, which excrements are the dead body” or
“Insanity brings dirt and is a form of dead”.
(REGE 222-223)

11. THE GRAVE
The grave or last resting place, is where one
puts away the mortal remains. The catacombs
were Roman cemeteries used by the Christians for their secret meetings.
Another place-of-death is the slaughterhouse
(RM. abator).
11a/ Grave

One can consider insanity as mental illness or
as marginality a deviation of the so called ‘normal’. Compare: crazy (IT. strapazzo), paranoid
(NL. paranoïde)
09. MORTAL REMAINS
Mortal remains’ suggests that before dead, the
body was linked with ‘a soul’. Compare: rest or
vestiges. (IT. avanzo) and characteristics of
death: deathly pale (IT. cagnazzo) and cold (IT.
marmato).

11b/ “graftombe”
tomb (KUSF 6)

10. MAGGOTS
The maggot is a well known symbol of death.
M. Douglas ”the prototype and model of the
swarming animals are the maggot. Like fish belongs to the sea, maggots hear at home in the
kingdom of the grave, of dead and chaos”.
(REGE 77) Compare: wormeaten (IT. tarmato
and bacato).
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11c/ Catacomb

11d/ Underground

12. THE WORLD OF THE DEAD’S
Besides the live world stands the dead world:
nature in contrast to desert. P. Ricoeur gives as
a symbol of ‘the nothing’ (SYKW 63) ‘the
desert, empty and desolate’. Compare: savage
(SP. paramo). Poverty is a social desert.

12b/ World of the dead’s

12d/ Border

Kristensen concerning the Romen: “The foreign country,
with other gods and other institutions and separated by a
holy border of the fatherland, presented the other world,
the world of death.” (GOOW 206)

12a/ Poverty

Jonas: ”From way back Egypt was known as the actual
country of the cult of dead and for this reason was seen
as the kingdom of death...” (GNOS 135) The unearthing
of Tout Ank-Amon, which the public was familiar with by
sensational articles in the press. A curse was said to rest
on the research workers. Commander and first victim was
the English Lord Carnarvon. The stacking of aao-words
Pharaoh, Tout Ank-Amon, Carnarvon reinforce the ‘black
and blue emotions’.
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12f/ Pharao (KUSF 6)

12g/ Toet-Ankh-Amon (KUZK 1)

13. THE UNBELIEVERS
The believers live, the unbelievers are (mentally) dead.
Some aao-combinations refer to antagonists of ‘the true belief’. Barbaric (IT. and SP. barbaro), vandal (IT. vandalo), pagans (SP. and IT. pagano), unbelievers (IT. marrano), freemasons (SP. francmason).

12e/ Egypt

15/ Crumbling

12h/ Living dead

14. HOLINESS AND TABOO
Holy is what cannot (or exceptionally) be touched, i.e. a taboo. Compare: piously or religious (HG. vallasos and astatos), dedicated (SP.
sagrado), blessed (HG. aldasos), holy (SP. sagrado), idoliser (LT. amator), pilgrim (HG. zarandok), papacy (IT. papato, SP. papado).
15. COMPLETENESS AND CRUMBLING
M. Douglas: ”…the kernel of the Jewish word for holy means isolated,
but also: finished, complete”. (REGE 70) Compare: separate (HG.
maganos), erode (HG. alamos), keep back (LT. abs-traho), averse (IT.
cagnazzo), scrape, shave or decrease (LT. ab-rado).
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16. ANCESTOR CULT.
The cult of ‘death’ sometimes takes the form of
ancestor cult e.g. in Chinese Confucianism.
There is also a link with the rules of cleanness.
Radcliffe Brown writes that food taboos impress feelings of respect for the elderly (REGE
88). Compare: ancestors (SP. pasado), line or
filiation (IT. casato), in former days (SP. atraso).
17. DESOLATION
The emotional reactions on death: sorrow (IT.
affano), saddened or sad (HG. banatos), unexpected sad event (SP. fracaso), moans (HG.
nyavalyog), pitifully (HG. panaszos), musing
(HG. abrandos).
16a/ Ancestor

18. VIOLENCE
Some aao-words refer to violence. (SP. fracaso) Compare: attack (IT. assalto, attaco, SP.
asalto), cutting the throat (IT. scannato), bad
treatment (IT. strapazzo), undermines (HG. alamos), indicter (HG. panaszos), objection (HG.
bantalom), suspicious (HG. gyanakvo), prophet
of doom (IT. malanno) wrongdoer (SP. malvado), assailant (HG. tamado), destroyer (LT. vastator).
19. ASSASSINATION.
Violence can lead to death. One, who carries
out such extreme violence is called “an assassin” (SP. matador) Compare: mass assassina-

16b/ Ancestor

18/ Attack

19b/ Bat

tion (IT.: massacro), hunter (SP. cazador), wolf
(IT. lupo mannaro). In Greek mythology Aktaion
was depicted as a hunter. In the holy book of
the Mayas, the Popol Vuh the bat Camazotz
kills the divine twin god.

19a/ Aktaon

In the strips from Hergé appear three murderers, their names contain the aao-combination:
Rastapopoulos, Yamato and Bazaroff.
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19c/ Rastapopoulos (KUBL 57)

19d/ Yamato (KUBL 57)

19e/ Bazaroff (KUGO 33)

20. CURSE
To the activities of shamans belongs the raising and pronouncing of curses (IT. sagrato). E.g. at the Lele, I. M.
Lewis: ”Much of their formal statuses are supported by
the spiritual cursing capacities (and blessings) what occurs by some words to pronounce and spit”. (SAPE 136)

20a/ Van Haddock (KUSR 4)

20b/ Halve maan-rovers (KUKG 37)

To curse has got the meaning of using swearwords. Compare: to bark at (Lt. Al-latro). Captain Haddock, a character from the Tintin strips of the Belgian author Hergé,
who’s forefather is called in the Dutch edition “Van Haddock”, uses a lot of aao-swearwords: vastenavondzeeschuimer, anakoloeth, makako, granaatbommen,
patagoniër.
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20d/ Makako’s (KUSR 30)

20e/ Granaatbommen (KUZK 51)

20f/ Patagoniërs (KUZT 33)

21. SHAMAN, PHARMAKOS
The doctor is a medecine man, a magician.
The word ‘magic’ comes according to Dead
Sea-scroll translator J. M. Allegro from the Latin
‘magus’ (exorcist), and the old-Persian ‘magush’, title from a religious official, whose power concerning body and spirit provided him with
a reputation of sorcery. (PAKR 112) The word
is related to the Greek ‘pharmakos’ where our
word ‘pharmaceut’ comes from. Compare: wizard (OG. baskanos) and alamo in the language
of the Kaffa (South Ethiopie). (SAPE 149). On
Haiti the voodoo-cult got a prominent place because the shaman was recognised by the state
after ’papa Doc’ Duvalier came to power.
(SAPE 108)
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CELEBRITY DEATH
Morrigan war goddess
The chimney sweepers
Poor people on shore
Slave to work
House arrest
Slave Trade
Borderline
Graveyard
the Catacomb kittens
Freedom_Tunnel_10

Eliot Cowan. Eurovision Art Challenge. www.ulimeyer.com/eurovision/
www.de-weg-van-de-sjamaan.nl/morrigan.htm
Mary Poppins movie, 1964. Director: Robert Stevenson.
Pablo Picasso
istock photography
Illustration from a Belgian medical magazine.
Book cover. writer Susan Wright. (Mass Market Paperback).
illustration, Personality disorder, ps.punt.nl/?r=1&id=268293
illustration, VisualParadox.com
illustration, Natalie Shau
art-photography. Vagabondish editor Mike Richard.The Underground,
New York City
Old Man in Sorrow (On the Threshold of Eternity) Van Gogh.
Een allesbrander verbrandt alles. Ook ons milieu. Information from the Flemish government.
Borderline Cult
Horror. Juarez. 420 Victims and Counting. Three serial killers team
up at the US/Mexican border town of Juarez and go on a killing spree.
Rest on flight to Egypt
illustration, The Hermetic Fellowship Website.
www.hermeticfellowship.org/HFGnosticResources...
Night of the Living Dead George A. Romero's landmark cheapie horror film. Director: George
A. Romero. Studio: Mill Creek Entertainment
Osteodidronel + Cacit 500. advertisement from Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals.
The grandfather
Rusty Red. screenplay, direction, compositing Francesco Filippi
production design Mauro Dal Bo, animation Fabrizio Carosio, color Marco
Martis.
El Abuelo
film poster. El Abuelo / The Grandfather is a film based on a novel by
Benito Pérez Galdós, director, José Luis Garci,
Manhunter
cd cover. Soundtrack of movie. The record sleeve design. manhunter.net
BMW auto's.
advertisement.
Bacardi Rum.
advertisement. Gelooft u dat vleermuizen geluk brengen?
Hoofdpijn, maagpijn ...
advertisement Alka-Seltzer, painkiller
Panadol
advertisement, Laboratoria WINTHROP, painkiller

“The adventures of Tintin”, Hergé, editor: Casterman.:
KUBL
KUGO
KUKG
KUMM
KUSF
KUSR
KUZK
KUZT

De Blauwe Lotus. ‘46
Het Gebroken Oor. ‘46
De Krab met de Gulden Scharen. ‘47, ‘81
Mannen op de Maan. ‘54, ‘82
De Sigaren van de Farao. ‘55, ‘83
De Schat van Scharlaken Rackham. ‘47, ‘81
De 7 Kristallen Bollen. ‘48, ‘75
De Zonnetempel. ‘49, ‘77

The illustrations are taken from the most recent edition (‘75 to ‘81), the texts are taken from the original (‘46
to ‘55) Five aao-words dissapeared after a more pedagogic, less popular translation.
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